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Photo-orientation of liquid crystals due to light-induced desorption and
adsorption of dye molecules on an aligning surface
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We show that adsorption of dye molecules control the light-induced alignment of dye-doped nematic liquid
crystal ~LC! on a nonphotosensitive polymer surface. The dependencies of light-induced twist structures on
exposure, thermal baking, thickness, and aging before irradiation of the LC cells allowed us to propose the
following mechanism for the alignment. Before irradiation, the ‘‘dark’’-adsorbed layer on the tested surface is
formed from dye molecules predominantly aligned along the initial direction of the director. Irradiation of the
cell with linearly polarized light produces an additional layer with different orientational ordering of dye
molecules. The final easy axis is determined by the competition of ‘‘dark’’ and light-induced contributions to
anchoring and is aligned between the ‘‘dark’’ easy axes and polarization of the light. For quantitative inter-
pretation, we apply the tensor model of anchoring and assume that the photoalignment in the mesophase is a
cumulative effect of the light-induced anchoring on the background of the already existing anisotropic ‘‘dark’’
dye layer.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.64.051709 PACS number~s!: 61.30.Gd, 68.43.Mn
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I. INTRODUCTION

Effective applications of liquid crystals~LC’s! require ap-
propriate alignment. A common alignment technique is
rubbing of polymer surfaces to provide unidirectional orie

tation of the LC directord̂, in a cell@1#. Despite high-quality
homogeneous alignment caused by rubbing this method
some deficiencies, e.g., production of electrostatic cha
and dust on the surface during treatment. In a develo
photoalignment technology@2–5#, LC alignment is due to
the appearance of an anisotropy axis on a boundary sur
irradiated with polarized light. The photoalignment proce
is a noncontact one and solves the problems associated
rubbing. In addition, it allows effective control of the dire
tion of the easy orientation axis of LCe on the aligning
surface by changing the direction of the incident light pol
ization, and the value of the anchoring energy of LCW by
changing the light exposure.

In the traditional photoaligning process an anisotropy a
on an aligning surface is produced with irradiation of t
surface before cell assembling. A polarization-sensitive p
tochemical reaction in an aligning polymer layer is usua
responsible for this mechanism of photoalignment@4#.

The other photoaligning method is light irradiation of
cell after filling. In situ photo-orientation of liquid crystals
was first observed in cells filled with dye-doped LC’s@6,7#;
the method is usually called light-induced LC anchoring@8#.
Voloshchenkoet al. @7# suggested that the easy axis a
peared because the light initiated the adsorption of the
molecules onto the surface.

Our recent studies of light-induced anchoring in the is
tropic phase of dye-doped LC@9# has shown that both th
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light-induced adsorbed layer and a layer of dark-adsor
molecules play important roles in the final orientation of t
director on the surface. Light irradiation of a cell in the is
tropic phase may produce anisotropy in the dark-adsor
layer either due to photodesorption of molecules or th
photoreorientation. As a result, an easy axis perpendicula
light polarizationEinc appears. At the same time, the dire
tion of easy axis due to light-induced adsorption is paralle
Einc , since light-induced adsorption is the most effective
molecules in which long axes are parallel toEinc . The re-
sulting e is determined by the competition of light-induce
adsorption of dye molecules on the substrate and lig
induced anisotropy in the dark-adsorbed layer.

The aim of the present paper is to study light-induc
anchoring of dye-doped LC in the nematic phase and to c
up a role of the molecular orientational ordering in the m
sophase in producing light-induced alignment.

II. MATERIALS AND BASIC EXPERIMENTS

Light-induced anchoring of pentylcyanobiphenyl~5CB!
from BDH Ltd. ~clear point,Tc536 °C) doped with azo-dye
methyl red ~MR! from Aldridge ~weight concentration,c
50.5%) was examined in a combined cell consisting of
reference and test glass substrates. The reference surfac
covered with indium tin oxide~ITO! and rubbed polyimide.
The polyimide layer produced strong low-tilted (1 –2
planar alignment of 5CB in the direction of the rubbin
The test surface was covered with an ITO layer and
isotropic nonrubbed layer of para-fluoro-poly~vinyl!-
cinnamate~PVCN-F!. The PVCN-F layer was irradiated
with nonpolarized UV light from a Hg lamp~light intensity
10 mW/cm2) for 15 min. This irradiation crosslinked th
polymer chains to prevent dissolution of the polymer by 5C
©2001 The American Physical Society09-1
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and to diminish the effect of director slippage over PVCN
surface@8,10#. Calibrated spacers gave the cell thicknessL
545 mm. The cell was filled with a mixture of 5CB an
MR in the isotropic phase (T'70 °C) and cooled down to
room temperature in a magnetic field,H55 kG, which was
parallel to the rubbing direction of the reference surface. T
homogeneous planar structure was parallel to the rubb
directiond̂re f . The pretilt angle of LC on the tested surfac
3°, was measured with the rotation technique@11#.

The cell was placed normal to the incident Gaussian be
of the He-Cd laser~wavelengthl50.44 mm, light power
P,6 mW) ~Fig. 1!. The beam was focused on the LC lay
from the side of the test surface. The diameter~half width of
the intensity distribution! D of the laser beam in the plane o
the cell was 0.25 mm. The polarization of the incident be
Einc was set at a 45° angle tod̂re f . The cell was irradiated
with different light intensity,Ī inc54P/pD2, during different
exposure time,texp. The exposure was carried out a d
after producing the cell, and the cells were examined i
polarizing microscope a half day after the exposure.

We observed the appearance of structures in the irradi
areas. Analysis of the textures showed that the director
the reference surface was not changed. The twist struct
were caused by the reorientation of the director on the te
surfacesd̂test, meaning that the stable light-induced ea
axis êtest was produced on the tested surfaces.

The dependencies of the twist anglew betweend̂test and
d̂re f on exposure at different intensitiesĪ inc , are shown in
Fig. 2. At intensitiesĪ inc.1 W/cm2, w in the irradiated
areas was always positive, i.e., the director turned tow

FIG. 1. Experimental setup:~1! He-Cd laser,~2! polarizer,~3!
lens,~4! LC cell, ~5! tested substrate, and~6! reference substrate.

FIG. 2. Twist anglew vs exposure timetexp at different inten-
sities.
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polarizationEinc . At the given intensity, the valuew first
went up with the exposure and then saturated. The satur
value wsatur increased with the intensityĪ inc but never
achieved 45°, i.e., directionEinc .

Experiments at low intensity (Ī inc,1 W/cm2) show
poor reproducibility. In most experiments, the director turn
towardEinc , but sometimes we observed the twist structu
with the director being turned outwardEinc andw becoming
negative. The appearance of the latter abnormal textures
unpredictable. In one of the experiments, we observed
closely located ('0.5 mm distant! textures with opposite
signs of the twist angle at the same irradiation paramet
We could not find the conditions necessary for the format
of the abnormal textures. In particular, we did not find co
relation between the appearance of these structures an
thickness of the cells, as well as the irradiation parame
~exposure and intensity!.

We checked the thermal stability of light-induced anch
ing on the tested surface. The cells with the light-induc
twist structures obtained at different exposure times, w
placed into the hot stage atT5100 °C and left for time t5
10 min. Then the cells were slowly cooled to room tempe
ture while in the hot stage, and the light-induced twist stru
tures were compared with the initial ones. This proced
was repeated several times, and the dependence of the
anglew on the overall time of keeping the cell at the elevat
temperaturetT was obtained~Fig. 3!. The thermal treatmen
led to the decrease of the twist anglew. We found a gain in
thermal stability of the anchoring with the increase of lig
exposure. The thermal treatment of the short-exposed c
(texp55 min) resulted in the complete disappearing of t
twist structures after 20 min when keeping the cell atT
5100 °C. At the longer light exposure (texp560 min) keep-
ing the cell atT5100 °C during the first 10 min caused
small decrease of the valuew; then the twist structure did no
change up totT540 min of the thermal treatment.

III. DISCUSSION AND ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS

Comparison of the results obtained from irradiation
cells in the mesophase and in the isotropic phase cle

FIG. 3. Twist anglew vs time of thermal treatmenttT at differ-

ent exposure times;Ī inc55 W/cm2.
9-2
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demonstrates that orientational order strongly effects
characteristics of light-induced anchoring. In the isotro
phase, the easy axisêtest is either parallel toEinc at high
intensities or perpendicular toEinc at low intensities@9#. In
contrast, we found a broad variety of easy axis orientati
in the mesophase at low intensities (Ī inc,1 W/cm2). At
high intensities, the irradiation never resulted in the orien
tion d̂test alongEinc .

There can be two reasons whyd̂test andEinc are not par-
allel. First, the easy axisêtest coincides withEinc , but êtest

andd̂test do not coincide due to the balance of finite anch
ing energy on the tested surfaceW and the elastic torque
;K22/L. Second, the easy axisêtest may not be parallel to
Einc . To check which situation is realized in our case,
measured the dependence of the twist angle (texp515 min)
on the cell thickness~Fig. 4!. This dependence is determine
by the torque balance on the tested substrate, which in
Rapini-Papoular approximation for anchoring potential
sults in

sin 2~w02w!

w
5

2K22

WL
, ~1!

wherew0 is the twist angle betweenêtest and d̂re f , andK22
53.6 pN is the twist elastic constant. Fitting experimen
data with Eq.~1! allowed us to determine both the anchori
energy value W50.260.1 mJ/m2 and w0536.463.5°
,45°. Moreover, for the exposure timetexp540 min corre-
sponding to the maximum valuewmax, ~Fig. 4! we also could
not reach the value 45°.

Thus, opposite the case of isotropic phase whereêtest be-
ing either parallel~high-intensity regime! or perpendicular
~low-intensity regime! to Einc , the irradiation in the me-
sophase producesêtest, which has intermediate positive po
sition w0,45°. We believe that the peculiarities of ligh
induced anchoring in the mesophase are caused by an
ordering of MR and LC molecules. The kinetic theory

FIG. 4. Twist anglew vs cell thicknessL at different exposure

times; Ī inc55 W/cm2.
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light-induced anchoring in the mesophase is a task for a
tional studies. Below, we consider the main factors that
to produce light-induced easy axis on irradiation in the ne
atic phase.

The order parameter of MR molecules in 5CB is rath
high (SMR'0.35) and MR molecules are predominantly o
ented parallel tod̂test near the tested surface. Therefore, t
‘‘dark’’ adsorption of MR molecules on the tested surfa
after the cell filling should result in the formation of an a
isotropic adsorbed layer and produce ‘‘dark’’ easy ax
êtest

dark , parallel tod̂re f . To prove this suggestion, we exper
mented with a combined cell, in which the tested surfa
could be rotated in the plane of the cell around thez axis
~Fig. 5!. The substrate with the test surface coated with
PVCN-F layer was mechanically pressured with spring
order to keep the cell thickness constant. The nominal
thickness given by spacers glued to the reference surface
80 mm. The cell was filled with the mixture of 5CB and MR
in the isotropic state and cooled down to room temperatu
After resting for periods ranging from 5 to 300 min, the te
substrate was rotated atf0590° to the directiond̂re f ; the
value L varied in the range 80–90mm during rotation.
Analysis of the resulting textures in the polarizing micr
scope shows that the turning of the test substrates resulte
a twist structure in the cells. The value of the induced tw
angle w was not equal to 90° and depended on cell a
before rotationtage. With increasingtage, the valuew also
increased and saturated to the valuewsatur'70° in tens of
minutes ~Fig. 6!. This value cannot be explained by th
memory effect@12# because in the cell with pure 5CB, th
saturated twist angle is much lower,wsatur'25°. Thus, dark
adsorption of MR results in producing the easy axis on
tested surface parallel tod̂re f . We estimated the value of th
anchoring energy of the ‘‘dark’’ easy axis,Wdark
'0.16 mJ/m2 by solving Eq.~1! at wsatur'70°, w05f0
590°, andL580 mm. This value, however, is the uppe
limit of the anchoring induced by dye adsorption, because
the possible memory effect.

Thus, light-induced easy axis is produced on the ba
ground of an anisotropic aligning layer with the easy a
êtest

dark parallel to d̂re f and possessing the anchoring ener
Wdark . To describe both dark and light-induced contrib
tions to the anchoring, we use the phenomenological
proach, where the dark and light-induced processes are
sidered as two consecutive aligning treatments. A ten

FIG. 5. Experimental setup for measuring of the dependenc
the twist angle appeared after rotation of the tested surface on
age:~A! holder,~B! substrate with the reference surface,~C! spacer,
and ~D! substrate with the test surface being under mechan
pressure.
9-3
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description for the anchoring of LC on the surface expo
to consecutive aligning treatments was recently propose
@13#. Within this description, the resulting surface energy p
unit area is

f s52
1

2 (
a,b

Wabdtest
a dtest

b , ~2!

where Wab is the traceless symmetrical anchoring tens
which is a sum of tensors, that correspond to the differ
treatments. For planar alignment of LC, the tensor appro
describes an azimuthal anchoring in terms of the comp
azimuthal anchoringW̃5W exp(2iw), where W is a tradi-
tional azimuthal anchoring andw determines the easy axis
The complex description preserves the additivity of differe
treatments. In our case, the resulting complex anchoringW̃
on the tested surface is determined by the sum of the in
‘‘dark’’ anchoring W̃dark5Wdark exp(2iwdark) and the light-
induced anchoringW̃hn5Whn exp(2iwhn)

W̃5W̃dark1W̃hn . ~3!

To estimate the contribution of the dark anchoring to
total anchoring, we use a graphical representation of
complex anchoring~Fig. 7!. The ‘‘dark’’ easy axisêtest

dark is
formed along the reference rubbing direction,wdark50. The

FIG. 6. Twist anglew, induced by rotation of the tested surfac
vs cell age,tage.

FIG. 7. Graphical representation of the cumulative anchor
@Eq. ~3!#.
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light-induced easy axisêtest
hn is parallel to Einc and whn

545°. Then, with knowledge of the valueW50.2 mJ/m2

and w0536.4° we can estimate the light-induced contrib
tion Whn5W sin(2w0)50.195 mJ/m2 and the dark contribu-
tion Wdark5W cos(2w0)50.06 mJ/m2 to the total anchoring.
The last value is consistent with the upper limitWdark
<0.16 mJ/m2 estimated from the experiment in the ce
with the rotating substrate.

Both experiments and estimations demonstrate that
final orientation of the director on the tested surface depe
on the properties of the ‘‘dark’’-adsorbed layer. Below w
present the additional experiments where variability of
‘‘dark’’-adsorbed layer is manifested in the photoalignme

The irradiation in experiments described above was c
ried out after the dark-adsorption/desorption processes
reached equilibrium. If the cell agetage time between filling
and irradiation is less than the equilibrium time, the effect
the dark layer should decrease. This conclusion was c
firmed by the dependence ofw on tage, shown in Fig. 8.

It is reasonable to suggest that the increase of MR c
centrationc in a bulk should result in a stronger ‘‘dark’
anchoring, because the amount of adsorbed MR molec
increases on the surface. Therefore, the valuew should de-
crease with the increase ofc. Actually, we found that the
equilibrium value decreases with growing concentratio
w(c50.1%)'32°, w(c50.5%)'26°, and w(c51.5%)
'22°.

It is evident that molecular structure and morphology
the adsorbing surface should also strongly affect the cha
teristics of the dark-adsorbed layer. Voloshchenkoet al. @7#
found that the anglew could reach 43°, indicating in oppo
sition to our result that the dark-adsorbed layer did not p
an essential role in the final anchoring in@7#. This discrep-
ancy may stem from the difference in the aligning materi
and their treatments. We used the UV-irradiated pa
PVCN-F aligning layer, while a not-irradiated mixture o
para- and ortho-PVCN-F was used in@7#. Despite the struc-
tural similarity of these materials, they possess differ
aligning properties, which are strongly changed with U

g

FIG. 8. Twist angle w vs cell aging time, tage; Ī inc

55 W/cm2, texp515 min.
9-4
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treatment@14#. Therefore, the interaction and, in turn, a
sorbing affinities of these polymer surfaces are different.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Our studies show that adsorption of dye molecules con
the effect of light-induced anchoring at the irradiation of t
LC in the nematic phase. Before irradiation, the refere
substrate imposes a homogeneous director field in the
along d̂re f . Since the dark-adsorbed layer on the tested s
face is formed from dye molecules predominantly align
along the director, this layer produces the ‘‘dark’’ easy a
parallel to d̂re f . Irradiation of the cell with polarized ligh
produces the additional layer with different orientational
dering of dye molecules. The final easy axis is determined
the competition of ‘‘dark’’ and light-induced contributions t
anchoring and is aligned between the ‘‘dark’’ easy axes
polarization of the light.

The dependencies of light-induced anchoring on expos
time, concentration of dye, cell age, and temperature con
the proposed mechanism. For quantitative interpretation,
apply the tensor model of anchoring and consider the ph
alignment in the mesophase as a cumulative effect of
light-induced anchoring on the background of the alrea
existing anisotropic ‘‘dark’’ dye layer. Analysis of exper
mental thickness dependence of the director alignment on
tested surface after irradiation results in the estimate of
dark anchoring energyWdark'0.06 mJ/m2. Direct measure-
ments in the experiment with the rotating substrate give
greater valueWdark'0.16 mJ/m2. This can be explained in
Na

.
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several ways. First, the memory effect of LC molecules
the tested substrate leads to an overestimation of the
anchoring energy in the experiment with the rotating su
strate. Second, the Rapini-Papoular approximation might
viate from the actual anchoring potential at large deviat
angles ('20°). Third, the light-induced layer is adsorbe
onto the dark layer, screening the action of the dark layer
LC alignment. Quantitative description of the screening
fect requires the kinetic model of adsorption/desorpt
flows of orientationally ordered dye molecules. The isotro
version of the kinetic model has been developed@15#. If the
irradiation intensity is strong enough, the model should a
take into account self-consistent interaction between dire
field and polarization characteristics of propagating lig
@10,16,17#. Fortunately, in our experiments, the dark lay
prevented the sliding of the director on the surface, and
orientational diffusion of dye molecules diminished the e
fect, of bulk director photoreorientation on the orientation
adsorbed molecules.
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